LIBERAL ARTS AT TECHNOLOGY

Students have probably been viewing with some surprise the posters落地 in the splendidly decorated halls of the Institute advertising the smoker for the Liberal Arts Society held last Wednesday evening. These posters have probably also been viewed with wonder and delight by the students throughout the Institute's programs who have been coming together as it up. Those who would step to think, they would realize that here is an organization which might well be called altruistic grounds. He is for the betterment and aggrandize-

Bigness, MAN, WHAT NOW?

There is no question that the miners deserve all they can get. They feel justly that they are being exploited for private gain, and the people of this country for ends not yet known. No man. Mr. Lewis, in the head of a walking stick. Occasional wanderings they came upon an innuendos. The author might have been better acquainted with the feminine students, he this article was better acquainted with a knowledge or interest in that it is the advancements of sci-

We are sure that the author of this article was better acquainted with the feminine students, he would refrain from such sarcastic nonsense as "Deaf, dumb, or blind from the very start." We believe that the student, having been acquainted with the feminine students, should first acquaint himself with the facts before attempting to inform the public. Admonishingly we present the following:

We have the facts, but how? Let us discuss them.
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